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Every Time She Uses Magic Something Goes Terribly Wrong...

Vana wishes she hadn't dropped out of genie training. Now she's determined to get a grip on both her genie
magic and her life. But the harder she tries to fix things for her intriguing new master, the more she drives
him crazy...

Except There's Nothing Ever Wrong About Him...

Pro–football player Zane Harrison finally has control of the family estate and is determined to put to rest his
grandfather's eccentric reputation. Until he discovers that behind all the rumors is a real, live genie who stirs
feelings in him he's never known before. The more Zane tries to help Vana harness her powers, the more her
madcap magic entangles his heart...

Praise for Genie Knows Best:

"Sizzling sexual tension, plenty of humor, and a soupçon of suspense."—Booklist

"A fantasy getaway full of wishes and breathtaking sex."—Fresh Fiction

"A madcap romp...Fennell's light and lively writing is full of humor and cleverness."—Publishers Weekly

"Filled with mythical creatures, amazing scenes, and well–crafted, hot sex scenes."—RT Book Reviews
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From reader reviews:

Benjamin Holmes:

What do you consider book? It is just for students since they are still students or the idea for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that issue above. Every person
has distinct personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they don't
wish do that. You must know how great and important the book Magic Gone Wild. All type of book would
you see on many solutions. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Princess Bequette:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be change about what going on or info even knowledge
to make these individuals keep up with the era which can be always change and move ahead. Some of you
maybe will update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the problems
coming to an individual is you don't know what kind you should start with. This Magic Gone Wild is our
recommendation to cause you to keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and
wish in this era.

Jesse Mansell:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book seemed to be rare? Why
so many concern for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy intended for reading. Some people
likes reading, not only science book but additionally novel and Magic Gone Wild or even others sources
were given expertise for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel wish to read more and more.
Science reserve was created for teacher or even students especially. Those guides are helping them to bring
their knowledge. In different case, beside science e-book, any other book likes Magic Gone Wild to make
your spare time much more colorful. Many types of book like here.

Sebrina Knapp:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got college students? We believe that that
question was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby.
And you also know that little person including reading or as looking at become their hobby. You need to
understand that reading is very important and also book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to
increase you knowledge, except your own teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update in relation to
something by book. Numerous books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is actually Magic
Gone Wild.
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